
according to Michael Mateas, we’re on the brink  
of a revolution. 

Mateas, associate professor of computer science  
and a lead faculty member in UCSC’s hot new  

computer game design program, predicts that the interactive 
structure of computer gaming will soon transform media as  
diverse as movies, visual art, fiction, documentaries, teaching  
materials, and even advertising. 

Fortunately, Mateas isn’t envisioning the still somewhat 
wooden characters and simple plots that characterize today’s 
blockbuster games. UCSC’s young, dynamic game design faculty 
are shaping the next wave of “computational media” through 
research into artificial intelligence, complex “player-driven” story 
structures, and ways to express a player’s unique aesthetic sense.

UCSC’s new undergraduate game design major, established 
in fall 2006 in the Jack Baskin School of Engineering, is help-
ing fuel this revolution. Computer game design integrates 
UCSC’s strong programs in computer science and the digital 
arts; it’s one of the fastest growing majors on campus, with 
more than 200 students in fall 2008. 

“This is already one of the top three computer game design 
programs in the country because we were able to build on 
great existing programs, as well as make some fantastic faculty 
hires,” said Mateas, one of four core game design faculty in 
the Computer Science Department. “At UCSC, the faculty 
teaching undergraduate courses are actually creating the  
future of gaming through our research.” 

And although it has “game” in the title, this program  
isn’t child’s play. Mateas notes that most majors have strong 
computer science backgrounds and want to use their skills  
in creative careers. The program is rigorous and hands-on, 
simulating a professional environment. In their senior year, 
student teams create near-professional-level games. With  
distinct pride, Mateas reports that a game designed by the 
first graduating class (2008) has sparked interest from a top 
gaming company.

Mateas is considered a pioneer for his work as codeveloper 
of Façade, hailed as the first in a new genre. The Façade “play-
er” interacts with a troubled couple, Grace and Trip, and has a 
role in the fate of their marriage. The game flows so naturally 
that it’s hard to remember the theoretical and computational 
complexity behind such believable interactions.

Mateas said he came to academia from the computer in-
dustry because it offered him more scope to mesh computer 
science with artistic expression, and because it gives him the 
opportunity to teach. 

“Academia offers the freedom to really think about the  
future of computational media,” he said, “and it’s wonderful 
to help students invent that future.”   
         —Victoria Bolam

Sony’s unexpected gift 
UCSC‘s computer game design program is the 
first of its kind in the UC system—and one of 
just a handful nationwide. Sony employees‘ 
familiarity with the creativity and quality of 
the program inspired them to consider UCSC 
as the beneficiary of a gift of $458,000—the 
result of a settlement reached in a class-action 
lawsuit involving video-gaming employees at 
the company—to establish a scholarship pro-
gram for students majoring in this innovative 
discipline.

“This gift will allow us to attract the best  
students in the nation to come to UC Santa 
Cruz for our cutting-edge computer game 
design program,” said Jim Whitehead, who 
helped pioneer the program.

Partners in I N N O VAT I O N

For information about the computer 
game design program, or to contribute  
to the Baskin School of Engineering, 
contact Steve Bourdow at (831) 459-4572 
or sbourdow@soe.ucsc.edu.

 Not the same old 

game
 Artificial intelligence and player-driven  
stories make combat fantasies so yesterday  

Michael Mateas (center) is 
one of four core game design 
faculty at UC Santa Cruz.  
In the background, Mateas‘s 
graduate students Mike  
Treanor and Sherol Chen 
playfully parody traditional 
gaming—worlds away from 
their own work. 
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